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Gus makes himself
comfortable on the sofa
in the dining room. 
Sofa, Tetrad. 

DERBYSH IRE  COUNTRY  HOUSE

What we love most
about living here... 
‘It’s close to three
major cities, but

you wouldn’t know
it from the miles
of stunning rural

countryside
surrounding us’

Dining room  
A geometric rug pulls
the scheme together. 

Rug, Ikea. Palm leaf
chair, Alexander &

James. Sign, Pedlars. 

Living room A pop of yellow
adds vibrancy to the grey palette.
Yellow chair, The Peanut Vendor.
Footstool, off-white sofa, Ashley
Manor. Nest of tables, TK Maxx.

Kitchen Dark blue
cabinets create a smart
look, while patterned
floor tiles add drama.
Units, DeVol in Pantry
Blue. Stool, vintage.
Floor tiles, Mandarin
Stone. Walls, painted 
in Shaded White by
Farrow & Ball. �
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always loved Derbyshire,’ says Julie Smith. She and 

her husband, Mark, and their two sons, Oska, 16, and Ned, 14,

were living on the outskirts of Derby but wanted to move to a

larger house. ‘We wanted to live in the countryside,’ she says. ‘We

liked one particular village, but not much comes up for sale there,

especially with land. Then a house on the outskirts of the village

with a large garden came on to the market – we were thrilled.’

However, at first glance, the property wasn’t too appealing. ‘I’d

always liked Victorian houses with high ceilings – I hadn’t seen

myself in a cottage. Nevertheless, we warmed to the place when we

visited it. I just had one of those moments and I thought this is it!’

The Smiths moved in and began a programme of building work

that took two years. ‘As the house is one long series of rooms with

the kitchen in the middle, we could live on one side and have work

done on the other, but it was still hard living with builders for an

extended period of time,’ says Julie. ‘The house was in good

condition although the decor was not to our taste, but changes had

been made in the 1970s – including the addition of a conservatory

– that we didn’t like. Our aim was to take the house back as far as

we could to what it would have been like originally.’

One of the first things Julie and Mark did was get planning

permission to knock through walls that separated the oldest part

of the house and the newer part. Work then began on the oldest

part. ‘The beams had a black tar-like paint on them but a specialist

company, Beam Clean & Restore, did a great job of treating them

and taking them back to their original state.’

Flooring was laid in keeping with the house, including aged

wooden boards and stone flags, and modern radiators were

replaced with traditional cast-iron ones. ‘Because the house  

is Grade II listed we couldn’t change the glazing so we put in

insulation wherever the walls were exposed – we had to rewire

some of the house – and before we replastered.’

Changes were made to the layout, too. A straight flight of stairs

was replaced with a winding one and an upstairs bedroom became

a bathroom for Oska and Ned. A barn room at one end of the house

was opened up to the ceiling and a floor built so that it became  

a living room and bedroom with en suite downstairs and a guest

bedroom with en suite upstairs.  

The layout of the kitchen didn’t change but new cabinets were

installed. ‘They made a huge difference,’ says Julie. ‘We kept the

original red Victorian floor tiles and I lived with them for a year,

but I didn’t like them so in the end we covered them with new floor

tiles but they’re still there if the next owner wants them!’

Julie has plumped for a grey background palette throughout the

house and added different accent shades to create pops of colour

for a chic yet cosy interior. ‘I love an eclectic look so combined old,

new, rustic and industrial,’ she says. Not surprisingly, given that

Julie and Mark run a sofa business, beautiful sitting areas abound.

‘I like assembling vignettes,’ says Julie, ‘and I always aim to create

an area where you would just want to curl up and read a book.’

��For more information on Alexander & James, call 01159 835500

or visit alexanderandjamessofas.com.�

We’ve

Library This is the
oldest part of the house,
where animals were
probably housed
originally. Yellow chair,
green chair (opposite) 
and cushions, Alexander
& James. Plaid chair,
Tetrad. Vintage
wheatsheaf table, The
Peanut Vendor. Rug,
Plantation Rug Company.  
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Owners Julie Smith and her
husband, Mark, who own sofa

company Alexander & James. They
live here with their sons Oska, 16,

Ned, 14, plus Gus the Wheaten
Terrier, and moved here in 2012.

House A five-bedroom, 
Grade II-listed house, the oldest

part of which dates back to 1636.
Originally three cottages, one lived

in by a miller and two workers’ 
cottages, plus an adjoining barn. 

A T  H O M E  W I T H . . .

We’ve
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Visit… ‘The Cloud Trail – it runs
right past our village and is the

perfect walking and cycling route
through beautiful countryside 

from Derby to Worthington  
in Leicestershire.’

Shop at… ‘Chantry Farm Shop 
(01332 865698, chantryfarm.com),
near Melbourne, to buy meat and

all the trimmings for a Sunday
roast. Le Chien et Moi (01159

799199, lcemstore.com) in
Nottingham has quirky finds.’

Go for a meal at… ‘The Bulls
Head (01332 863921,

thebullsheadwilson.co.uk) in
Wilson. The new owners, Jo and
Ian, have brought it back to life.’ 

What makes this
house a home... 

‘This house has stood
for almost 400 years 

– it feels solid and
strong, as if it has
wrapped its beams

around us’
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DERBYSH IRE  COUNTRY  HOUSE

O N  O U R  
D O O R S T E P. . .

Landing Chair and stool,
Alexander & James. Feature
wall, painted in Down Pipe 
by Farrow & Ball. 

Main bedroom The opulent
scheme features an open four-poster.
Bed, And So To Bed. Blanket,
Tinsmiths. Bedside drawers,  
TK Maxx. Chest of drawers  
(below), similar from Beau Decor.

 *

Bathroom A roll-top bath and wooden doors
from Thailand, now used as cupboard doors,
create the wow factor. Bath, The Cast Iron 
Bath Company. Taps, Perrin & Rowe. Table  
(also above), similar from Graham & Green. 
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Guest en suite  
A contemporary bath
creates a stylish focal
point. Bath and basin,
Duravit. Walls, painted
in Hardwick White by
Farrow & Ball.  �

 *

Bathroom A roll-top bath and wooden doors
from Thailand, now used as cupboard doors,
create the wow factor. Bath, The Cast Iron 
Bath Company. Taps, Perrin & Rowe. Table  
(also above), similar from Graham & Green. 
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